Parts of a dollar bill diagram

No more boring old cards with lack of imagination. DIY gifts are a special way to show people
just how much you care. Handing your friend a valentine is a surefire way to get a smile on their
face. Follow this tutorial to learn how to create cute heart-shaped valentines. These tokens of
friendship make perfect gifts any day of the yearâ€”not just February 14th. Dollar Bill Origami
Valentines from Molliepop. This DIY origami heart has a little more flare than your typical heart
shape, making it stand out among all the other plain and simple gifts. The step-by-step tutorial
will guide you through the process of making this impressive DIY with plenty of handy
instructional photos. During the gift-filled holiday season, money is a go-to. Put a festive spin
on your gift by folding dollar bills into cute evergreen trees. Leis are a popular way to decorate
your high school or college graduate and a wonderful way to show students that they are loved
as they begin a new life journey. Graduation leis have taken many forms, often including things
like candy and money. Adding these whimsical dollar bill butterflies to yours will make your
graduate stand out among the rest. Need a housewarming gift? Put away your credit card. A
dollar bill origami house is perfect! Transform a dollar billâ€”in whatever denomination you
desireâ€”into a beautiful and breathtaking crane. This origami is so stunning, you may be
tempted to keep it as a decoration for yourself! Here is another fun way to decorate a graduation
lei. According to Organized 31 , the traditional money lei is made up of fifty or more dollar bills.
You'll end up with an adorable origami bow that makes a lovely gift for just about any occasion.
Think: birthday parties and baby showers. Valentine Origami. DIY Origami Shirt. Dollar Origami
Heart. DIY Origami Trees. Continue to 5 of 9 below. Dollar Bill Butterfly Lei. DIY Origami House.
Crane Origami. Money Origami Flowers. Continue to 9 of 9 below. Dollar Origami Bow. Read
More. There are twelve different Federal Reserve Banks responsible for printing paper money in
the United States. On the one dollar bill, the bank can be quickly identified by a letter code in the
Federal Reserve Seal to the left of the portrait of George Washington. The letter code is also
found in the prefix of the serial number. A corresponding Federal Reserve District Number code
is found in four locations. The following table is a handy reference for the bank codes:. The
serial number of a bill appears twice, once in the lower left hand quadrant and again in the
upper right hand quadrant on the front of the bill. The letter which precedes the numbers must
be the same number that you saw identifying the Federal Reserve Bank. With one run for each
letter of the alphabet 26 and 32 bill per run, there are a total of bills per serial number. In the
lower right quadrant between the portrait of George Washington and signature of the Secretary
of the Treasury is the Series Date. This number is presented as a the year portion of a date - as
in - and sometimes has a letter suffix - as in A. It is important to note that there is not a series
for every calendar year. The Plate Serial Number appears twice: once on the front of the bill in
the lower right quadrant above the Federal Reserve District Number, and again on the back in
the lower right corner. It identifies the plate from which the note was printed. The Note Number
Position appears in the upper left quadrant. It is a letter number combination that indicates
which position on the plate the note was printed. The number indicates the quadrant and the
letter indicates the position within the quadrant. The eagle holds an olive branch. On the reverse
of the seal is a pyramid with in Roman numerals at the base. The pyramid stands for
permanence and strength. The letter motto, "Annuit Coeptis" means "He has favored our
undertakings. The Dollar Bill Collector. Decoding A One Dollar Bill. Anatomy of a US dollar bill
"Federal Reserve" - A coalition of 12 privately-owned banks, splitting the US into 12 districts
The big black letter tells you which Federal Reserve bank ordered the Serial number: Collectors
look for "fancy" numbers, like this one notice the pattern 3,4,5,6 separated by zeroes. Other
serial number patterns to look out for include a "radar" number reads same forwards and
backwards and repeating sequences. If the two green serial numbers on the face of the bill do
NOT match, you have a very rare error more likely in the last five digits. That's why it's "fiat
currency"! Final letter after serial number just means what block this sheet of notes came from.
Notes are printed in sheets, then chopped apart. C Black number repeated four times also
corresponds to Federal Reserve letter; 'K' is the 11th letter of the alphabet. Some plates when
matched with different plates on obverse and reverse form what we call a "mule". Just like
version numbers in software, Dallas. A letter after the date means a minor change was made to
that plate's design. Washington DC. Only shows up on notes printed since Just because a bill is
rare does much more complicated than merely mismatched numbers! Great Seal of the United
States Only appears on one-dollar notes since History of this symbol goes back to Egyptian
mythology. Triangle represents divine trinity. Unfinished, because the US is still building itself.
Eagle, official national symbol. Printing plate number. Also used as the seal of the President of
the United States, and in many other seals and insignia for US military branches, departments,
and bureaus. The eagle holds an olive branch and arrows to symbolize that the US "desires
peace but is always ready for war" which is why the eagle looks to the left talon holding the
olive branch. This slogan comes from the Olive Branch Petition of , sent to Great Britain in a

last-ditch effort to attempt negotiation before declaring revolution. Embed this visual. What do
all the symbols, numbers and lettering on a dollar bill exactly mean? Take a look at this
infographic to find out what the dollar is made of. Publisher Penguin Petes. Tags dollar dollar
bill dollar symbols money currency. Source Unknown. Add a source. Category Economy. You
may also like Added by visualcap. Added by jt Protecting Your World. Added by infogr8. Credit
Score Stress Test. Added by ColumnFive. Prudential illustrations. Added by AgentIllustrateur.
Added by moneymetals. The Precious Metals Advantage. What is Currency? Added by ram.
Brits On The Go. Added by Moneysupermarket. Edit Delete. Embed Code For hosted site: Click
the code to copy. Customize size. In addition to the terms below, review more in the Coin Term
Glossary. Edge The outer border of a coin. Edges can be plain, reeded, lettered, or decorated.
Mint Mark A small letter or symbol on a coin used to identify where a coin was made. Current U.
Learn more on our Mint Marks page. The Mint produces coins with various finishes, including
circulating, uncirculated, and proof. Different production steps are used to make these coins.
Circulating coins are made to circulate among people as they take care of their daily business
of buying and selling. The Mint produces these coins without the extra steps used for the other
finishes. The Mint makes uncirculated coins for saving and collecting. They are produced the
same way as circulating coins, but with quality enhancements to create a brilliant finish. Proof
coins have a mirror-like background with frosted design elements. The Mint uses a special
process of manually feeding burnished coin blanks into presses with specially polished dies.
Each coin is struck at least twice to bring out the details in the design. Sometimes the Mint
makes special enhanced uncirculated, proof, or reverse proof coins. Frosting or polishing is
applied to certain areas of the coin to bring out even more detail. Skip navigation. Your browser
is out of date. For the best and most secure experience in our catalog, please update your
browser. Shop Shop. About News Learn. Legend The principal inscription or lettering on a coin.
Coin Finishes The Mint produces coins with various finishes, including circulating,
uncirculated, and proof. Circulating Coins Circulating coins are made to circulate among people
as they take care of their daily business of buying and selling. Uncirculated Coins The Mint
makes uncirculated coins for saving and collecting. Proof Coins Proof coins have a mirror-like
background with frosted design elements. Reverse proof coins feature a frosted background
with a mirror-like design. Enhanced Finishes Sometimes the Mint makes special enhanced
uncirculated, proof, or reverse proof coins. A list of linkable tags for topics mentioned on this
page. Receive emails about upcoming NOVA programs and related content, as well as featured
reporting about current events through a science lens. Intaglio printing is what gives the U. The
process begins with an engraving, both of the portrait and of the fine line detail surrounding the
bill. This beautiful art is painstakingly produced by a master engraver on steel plates. These
master plates form the actual production plates used during the printing process. The priceless
engraved plates are well guarded at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. A high-viscosity ink
is then applied to the plates, and the printing process begins. The plates are first wiped clean,
leaving only ink in the grooves, then pressed with enormous pressure 7, to 15, psi which
transfers the ink to the paper. The enormous pressure causes the paper to be embossed with
the ink, thus giving the ink a distinctive raised feel that other printing techniques cannot
duplicate. The very fine engravings appear muddy when reproduced in counterfeit notes. While
most of the front and back part of the bill is produced in this way, the Treasury seal, Federal
Reserve seal and serial numbers are not printed with the Intaglio process. The distinctive
swamp-green color of the ink is a top-secret formula. The portrait may not seem to be a security
feature, but the Treasury maintains that the face is the most recognizable part of money. People
will tend to remember faces, and if the bill is counterfeit, they will see that the face is not exactly
right. While the faces on some foreign currency change as the countries political climate
changes, the U. S wanted to present an image of stability. Some reviewers remarked that
Franklin's new portrait gives him something of a smirkâ€”perhaps a detail that makes the image
more memorable. The portrait was painstakingly engraved by Thomas Hipschen, and the
Treasury hopes the new enlarged details will make counterfeit bills stand out more clearly from
the real thing. By moving the portrait to the left, the face will suffer less wear from folding. The
move also makes extra room for the watermark on the right side. Similar types of ink have
already been used on some foreign currency and on the newest U. No photocopier can capture
the two-tone quality of the ink, which appears black when viewed from some angles and green
when seen at other angles. The change in color is the result of multi-layered metallic flakes
added to the ink. When the bill is tilted, light reflects off these flakes at different wavelengths
and changes colors. This is called color diffraction, which is also responsible for the color
variations found on the wings of some butterflies. Because this special combination of
materials and ink is sold exclusively to the United States government, the Treasury is hopeful
that this will be one feature that will be extremely difficult to counterfeit. Microprinting appears

as just a thin line to the naked eye, but can be easily read upon magnification. The introduction
of microprinting in began with the addition of the words "The United States of America" printed
around the edge of the portraits. The new bills still use microprinting, but in a different location.
These words now appear around Ben Franklin's lapel. In addition, the words "USA " are printed
within the lower left " This image magnifies the tiny print. Microprinting is very difficult to
reproduce accurately on photocopiers because most copiers do not have the ability to work at
such high resolution. This situation may not last long, however, as improved scanning devices
are now able to print at this fine detailed level. The Treasury hopes the combination of the many
anti-replication features will help deter potential counterfeiters. Fine circular lines appear
around the portrait of the bill. The clarity and detail of these lines are difficult for scanners and
photocopiers to reproduce. The concentric lines behind Franklin, when photocopied or
scanned, create wave-like distortions in the copied image. The serial number is especially
important for banks which handle large amounts of cash. No two serial numbers are the same.
On the new bills, these serial numbers have been increased to 11 digits. In addition, the new
bills contain a redesigned Federal Reserve seal and code which indicate the bill's issuing bank.
While the old bills contained a serial number and treasury seal, on the new bills the numbers are
clearer and easier to identify. The old green Treasury seal hidden behind the "" not shown here
has long been part of U. S currency and will remain an important security feature. This detailed
combination of green and black is difficult to reproduce. Like all overt features, however, the
new bills will require continuous upgrades and additions as new technology arises that makes
the features more vulnerable. Currency paper has a unique feel and is extremely durable. Is it
really 'paper' in the traditional sense? There are no wood fibers or starch in currency paper.
Instead, like high quality stationery, currency paper is composed of a special blend of cotton
and linen fibers. The strength comes from raw materials continuously refined until the special
feel of the currency is achieved. At Crane paper company in western Massachusetts, workers
"cook" cotton and other secret ingredients to create a slurry that will later become currency
paper. People who handle money on a regular basis, such as bank tellers, can easily determine
if a bill is counterfeit by this distinctive feel. The characteristic yellowish-green tint of U. Red
and blue fibers have been a longtime ingredient of U. Special features like these fibers are
embedded in currency paper to ensure that reproduction is difficult. The fibers, randomly
distributed throughout the paper, contribute to the currency paper's distinctive feel. While some
counterfeiters attempt to draw these fibers onto the surface of the bill, close inspection reveals
the absence of the authentic embedded fiber and the clear presence of crude lines drawn on the
surface. Security threads, which now run the width of the currency, are not a new invention. In
some early versions of paper currency, thin security threads were added to paper. In these
currencies, the number of threads in the paper represented a specific denomination. The
security thread carries the words "USA " and can only be seen with transmitted light, which
makes photocopying impossible. Security threads help prevent counterfeiters from raising
notesâ€”bleaching out the paper of a low denomination and printing a higher denomination
onto the authentic paper. The new threads were first added to U. In the redesigned notes, a
security thread will appear in a different location depending on the denomination. In addition,
the new security threads glow red when held over ultraviolet light. For the series a watermark
was added to the paper. This is also not a new invention. Watermarks were first used in the late
thirteenth century in the handmade papers of Italy. They have long been used to mark important
documents, and have appeared on a variety of foreign currency. Watermarks can also be found
as part of any high quality stationery. Even Ben Franklin's stationery had its own personal
watermark. The watermark is created during the paper making process and is caused by
variations in the density of the paper. As light passes through these tiny variations in thickness,
it creates different tones. Like the security thread, the watermark can't be reproduced by
photocopying or scanning. Our Sponsors Draper. Support Provided By Learn More. Email
Address. Zip Code. Related Inside the Red Baron's Mind. Share this article. In fact, they usually
charge fees for our various transactions. The other kind of bank account is one which requires
that we DO NOT remove our money for a specified period of time. In exchange for our agreeing
not to withdraw our money from the CD, the bank pays us interest. Dollarsâ€”whether they
reside in a bank account or a walletâ€”do not pay interest. With this information, we can now
add the second set of plumbing features to our new Diagram:. We can see that this plumbing
arrangement, in effect, prevents a very large number of Dollars from chasing goods and
services in the Private Sector economyâ€”something that would push up prices inflation â€”and
replaces those Dollars with a much smaller purchasing power the interest payments.
Theoretically, for a given amount of Sovereign Spending, we should be able to adjust the
draining operations of Taxes and Bonds to keep prices under control. But the diagram shows
no Dollars ever flowing into the FG pot. How can that be? We already know the answer: A Dollar

that flows into the FG pot can serve no logical purpose. For the sovereign to collect I. The SCI
has only one function: to issue sovereign U. We now understand this Sovereign Spending is
necessary to get U. Dollars into the PS pot where entrepreneurs and businesses then leverage
them with bank loans to create goods and services, jobs and careers. What is amazing to
contemplate, however, is that the initial Sovereign Spending of these Dollars also accomplishes
something else: it creates goods and services that we benefit from collectively as a societyâ€”in
many cases, that we benefit from substantially as in: we might not even be alive without them.
In other words, the thing that drives our fiscal-monetary system coincidentally also makes it
possible for us to build and create goods and services that make us collectively healthy and
prosperous. The limitation, instead, is imposed by the real resourcesâ€”labor, materials,
energy, and technologyâ€”which are sustainably available to implement our collective goals. If
we use the wrong words, or if someone uses one set of words and somebody else uses
another, there could be a lot of confusion and misunderstandings. For example, we might want
to talk about and measure the number of Dollars that are proposed to flow, in a given budget
year, from the FG spigot into the PS potâ€”and compare that to the number of Dollars that are
drained out by taxes in that same year. Indeed, that is precisely the dilemma the old diagram
poses. In our new diagram, this reality remains unchangedâ€” inside the PS pot. Here it is, one
more time: A U. Dollar is an I. In contrast, all of us who use those I. The FG is not deficient in
anything at all! There is no hole that someday has to be filled back in. In each case, the
diagrams begin with the Private Sector pot containing the net Dollars savings left over from the
previous budget-year cycle. The result is that the Private Sector retains an additional net
savings of the Dollars the FG has spent. It has, for the given budget-year shown, drained out of
the PS pot the same number of Dollars in taxes that it has spent into the PS pot. The result? The
Private Sector, in that budget-year, has ended up with zero new net savings. The only logical
reason the FG would want to constrain that wealth would be if price inflation had become a
threatening condition in the PS pot. They have actually managed to spend fewer Dollars into the
PS pot than they have drained out in taxes. Worse than meaningless, these terms create an
intuitive misunderstanding that can do and has done irreparable harm to both our collective
good and the private well-being of tens of millions of real American citizens. Economists may
not like it much but, as an architect, I find this phrase appealing for the simple reason that it
strongly suggests the purpose of Sovereign Spending, first and foremost, is to actually build
something concrete and useful for our collective good. The emphasis of the phrase is not
numerical but visionary. What is important is what we actually decide and agree to achieve with
that spending. This is what our new diagram is asking us to do. And it keeps going up! How is
each of us ever going to manage to pay that off? How could the U. Federal Government even
think about borrowing that much money? Panic in the streets! It is simply measuring the real
financial wealth which U. Now when New Yorkers walk down Sixth Ave. Dollars from chasing
goods and services in the PS pot which helps control price inflation. To summarize, what the
diagram is showing usâ€¦. It is important that you all realize how hard a task you face. Very
young children trade things. Their trading is based on a fixed set of things to trade. Those who
create new things are often thought to cheat. We have many such evolutionary relics that we
must deal with to make our modern society. The notion that heavy objects fall faster than light
ones is a perfect example to those of us who know physics. If we do not replace ideas like that,
we cannot build buildings or make machines! Indeed, a great deal of training e. Indeed, most of
mathematical physics e. Rather present the alternative again and again until your correct
metaphor is finally accepted. A great deal of teaching is repetition of key ideas. A great deal of
leaning is remembering those key ideas and THEN only then using them in new contexts. Bob: I
am very appreciative of this commentaryâ€”and the one earlier as well. The parallels you
describe with your own efforts and realms are, for me, very provocative. I understand full well
the dilemma you lay out regarding the debunking of a false argument by stating the false
argument itselfâ€”the danger in doing that. But my instinct is you cannot ignore the
status-quoâ€”you have to call it out and challenge it. Thanks again for your suggestions. That is
a great and useful gedanken experiment to read. Taxes as you note are a powerful tool for
controlling inflation however there is another factor. Taxes and the system structure should
also provide an environment of equality in the PS. And we do not now have that equality. While
the notions about budget, deficits, debt are all ways of thinking that establish their own reality,
our inequality is a reality, not just a way of thinking. For example, that T-Bond savings account
is primarily held by a very select few; it is not held equally by the entire PS as shown in your
diagram. I would challenge you, with your obvious gifts for teaching, to include the issue of
fairness and equality in your diagrams and words. I LOVE hydraulic diagrams! This should be
animated, given catchy tunes, and played between all the cartoons ala School House Rock.
Nicely done! The reason is simple: credibility. In the days of the gold standard the credibility of

the government and the financial system depended on not creating any more money than there
was gold to back the money. In the fiat financial system credibility depends on governments
respecting the accounting identity that spending equals taxes plus borrowing. This is, of
course, implicit in the statement that currency issuance, taxes, borrowing and spending are
managed in a way so as to control inflation, however, it is the very framing of the system in
terms of spending equals taxes plus borrowing that ensures that inflation will be controlled. I
know that a perennial difficulty faced by those who get MMT is persuading others that MMT is
indeed a description of what exists not some kind of economic mumbo-jumbo. It can be
measured easily. My only difference with this Alt post goes to the need and emphasis on
taxation as support for a fiat currency. Yes, the currency issuing agency MUST accept the
currency for payment of taxes or currency failure is to be expected. However, currency
acceptance can occur without a taxation element as has been demonstrated by numerous past
examples. Taxation is a very useful tool for economic direction. This sentence could be
enhanced by admitting to the possibility of deflation as another alternative. Deflation will
happen in concert with recession and borrowing. We might have to talk about the PS pot in
terms of the sectors within the PS pot and the transfers among them that is implied by any
particular set of government policies. Deflation transfers wealth from borrowers to savers.
Inflation transfers wealth from savers to borrowers. Excellent post JD and very useful diagrams.
I plan to cite this post to anyone who asks for or is open to clarification of MMT positions. I
really enjoyed these two posts and appreciated the clarity. One of the things that is confusing
for me and perhaps only because of the language used by government and media is the
relationship between the treasury and the federal reserve bank. So it is tempting to think of
them as the money creation engine. But from my reading of economics textbooks, they always
talk about the FOMC as having the control over the money supply through its purchases and
sales of US Bonds and more recently, MBS. So the thing of value being created out of thin air is
the debt of the treasury with a promise of repayment with interest. Am I getting this right? Are
there laws against that? Is there transparency to that? I suppose people can invest in ETF or
Mutual funds that hold these instruments. Banks can hold these instruments as assets, and so
can foreign sovereign funds or central banks. But does it matter at all WHO is holding them? Is
one sort of investor holding these better or worse than another? Who decides on the mix of
maturity of the outstanding debt? Short term, long term, etc. Then we could retire all our short
term obligations and have rates locked in for a relatively long time. Also what gets me confused
is what exactly IS the federal reserve bank. From what I understand it is a bank that commercial
banks pay a membership fee to, and these commercial banks have accounts there, and can go
to the federal reserve as a lender of last resort. But does the federal reserve bank make profits,
and where do the profits of the federal reserve bank go? In a normal commercial bank, the
profits would go to the owners. It seems really weird to me that a bank like JP Morgan is a
member bank of the Federal Reserve, has an account with them, and is also regulated by them.
Sorry for the barrage of questions, but when I see someone who can explains something with
any sort of clarity, I always want to see what I can learn. I have always been confused by this,
despite because of? I also never like to pretend I know something unless I can explain it myself
to someone else in minute detail. Well, I just happened to buy my first Treasury bill the other
day. You can buy them directly from the Treasury at TreasuryDirect. In my case, since I wanted
to buy the bills in my tax deferred accounts, I had Fidelity buy them for me. Fidelity charges no
fee for this service. And I fully agree that this two part series was excellent. Try the links on the
right side of this page. The MMT Primer covers most, if not all, your questions. Briefly, though,.
That is correct, according to MMT. Money is created when it is spent by the government
Treasury. Different paradigm. Treasuries are near-perfect substitutes for deposit balances, so it
makes little sense to differentiate. Treasury sells auctions new issues of bonds on a regular
basis. They sell a variety of maturities. Short-term debt is called Notes, then there are Bills, and
the longest are Bonds. Like us, they always try to keep a positive balance in their account. The
manipulations are done in coordination with the Fed to ensure that there are always enough
reserves in the system less important now that there are massive excess reserves, added by
QE. Actually, the majority of the transactions are repurchase agreements to manage daily
fluctuations in reserves. Permanent additions through outright purchases and sales are done
only to manage longer-term trends. And all that is out the window with QE and interest on
reserves. When Treasury sells a new bond, it does create that bond out of thin air, but it
simultaneously drains an equal amount of money from the economy, from the buyer of the
bond. When it spends money, nothing is subtracted from the economy. Spending is a net add.
Likewise when the Fed buys or sells bonds, it is a wash. Makes no difference, except to the
interest rate. Mostly it is Pension funds, the Fed, foreign central banks, and other agencies like
Social Security that hold the bonds. Bond traders trade them. Other than that, it makes little

difference who holds them. Individuals can buy them at the Treasury auctions, or through their
stock brokers, but only a small percentage are held that way. Probably the Treasury. It would
have to be, I think. In MMT, there is no real reason for anything but short-term bonds, and a zero
overnight risk-free rate. They have a web site, and a document there that explains everything.
Commercial banks have accounts at the Fed, which are used for clearing drafts written on one
bank and deposited to another. The Fed is also a regulator of banks. And non-banks. The 12
regional banks are corporations with shareholders, but have functions in the system that
regular banks do not have. They receive coins from Treasury and supply them to commercial
banks. They receive new FR Notes and distribute them to commercial banks, and receive old,
worn notes from banks, to be destroyed. They regulate the banks in their region. The diagrams
present a somewhat idealized view of the workings of a monetary system that is partially a
legacy from the gold standard days and partially an artifact of legislation by people with a pretty
hazy notion of what money really is and how it functions. As a result, we have things like the
debt ceiling, and laws prohibiting the Treasury from writing checks unless it has funds in its
accounts at the Fed, and laws prohibiting the Fed from extending credit ie giving money directly
to the Treasury. So we have back door methods whereby the Treasury issues securities and the
Fed buys them in the open market , essentially permanently. This post was a home run J. The
first post hit me as going over old ground in an obvious way. But this one went over the old
ground in a way that I really thought would deliver the goods to people who need a gut
understanding. The idea is that taxes should be used only to prevent inflation. Then government
can spend what it needs to spend, and not worry about whether the necessary taxation is higher
or lower than spending. They need to be thought of as unrelated entities. The alternative story is
that government needs to get out of the way: stop the taxing that is preventing us from working
to make ourselves healthy and prosperous, and just tax enough to prevent inflation. The FG
spends money to build and maintain the infrastructure composed of both goods like roads and
services like education used by the PS to provide other goods and services mostly
non-infrastructure; i. I think all members of congress should be required to view the
forthcoming, hopefully, youtube video and take a multiple choice test at the end of the video. I
doubt any sane person, who has any respect for individual freedom and independence, would
willingly agree to the self enslavement and control through a Government imposed tax system.
While it is true we have to pay taxes in the government created currency, that is not the reason
for creating the currency in the first place. By the adoption of these principles, the long-felt want
for a uniform medium will be satisfied. The taxpayers will be saved immense sums of interest,
discounts and exchanges. The financing of all public enterprises, the maintenance of stable
government and ordered progress, and the conduct of the Treasury will become matters of
practical administration. The people can and will be furnished with a currency as safe as their
own government. Money will cease to be the master and become the servant of humanity.
Democracy will rise superior to the money power. How can you ignore this? Guggzie, this quote
from Lincoln is remarkable I think. Thanks for it. From this point on, the entire US money supply
has been be created out of debt by bankers buying US government bonds and issuing them
from reserves for bank notes. It will pay off debts and be without debt. It will have all the money
necessary to carry on its commerce. It will become prosperous without precedent in the history
of the world. The brains, and wealth of all countries will go to North America. That country must
be destroyed or it will destroy every monarchy on the globe. I got a source for the Lincoln quote
as follows: Abraham Lincoln, Senate document 23, page 91, ; Quoted by Rowbotham
[Rowbotham, ] The Rowbotham reference is Rowbotham, M. This is truly powerful piece that
should properly and radically change the landscape of political debate on all deficit spending
issues. Is there a way to make this mandatory reading for everyone in government and the
political media? A monstrous rhetorical deception of the American people! There needs to be
more discussion of private banking and private money creation. The public dollars flowing from
FG trigger the creation of private dollars. Those private dollars exist in the system until the bank
that issued them goes bust. That private money flows to the savings bin and also out the tax
spigot. What if changes in financial regulation cause the flow of private money creation to
increase? That also causes inflation. Nice diagram. The current diagram suggests that the size
of the PS pot is of a fixed capacity. Pore too much in from FG to PS, where does it go? Over the
sides? Would that represent inflation? That is, the whole dynamic of inflation as the limit to FG
spending is not built into the diagram. Just wanted to say thank you for posting these! I find
them great at clarifying some of the MMT fundamentals, and am going to forward them to others
when I want to explain the ideas. The model presented ignores exogenous influences, including
the balance of payments deficits. Since most significant payments are electronic, the money
sits in an account at the FED ultimately. The account is most likely owned by a foreign
government, say China, but the money is still here. Moreover, what is that foreign company

going to do with that money? If it wants the money to be productive at all, it either buys U. If the
money is an arrangement of bits on a computer disk, does the location of the money depend on
the location of the disk? If the Fed outsources that computing task from their Washington data
center to an IBM data center in Colorado, does the money then move to Colorado? If they
outsource it to a provider in Canada, would it then move out of the country? If not, then where
does the money reside? I, for one, have faith in the security precautions that the Fed takes to
guard the trillions of dollars in electronic money. I have no idea of the answers to your
questions, and I hope that few people outside the FED do either. The short answer is that the
money resides with the Fed, since it controls which computer has the bits, whether the
computer is located in DC, Canada, India, China, or on the moon. Electronic money has no
physical existence, therefore it cannot have a location. Money-things like dollar bills have a
physical location, but even then the money they represent â€” the obligation of the issuer â€” is
not a physical thing and has no location. I can take a dollar bill to China, but the money is not in
China, or in Washington, or in Colorado. It is owned by someone, but it is not located anywhere.
And yes, I am appropriately paranoid about any information made available on the Internet. Gold
standard leftover thinking 2. This is the way resources circulate. However, real resources
circulate as per the initial diagram, i. Yes, the taxes are expressed in dollars, but let us not
forget that in effect the government does not tax dollars, they take a slice of the resources of
the PS in order to run. Private people and businesses give real resources to government
because they are forced, at first, and now because they want money and cannot create money
themselves. Reinforcing the point that net financial assets come from government, not from the
private sector. Even though banks create money, because bank money is offset by debt and no
net financial assets are created. Thanks JD. Clarity at last. No jargon, no references to obscure,
unexplained processes, no thickets of defensive asides, just the essence. For clarification
purposes, is this model suggesting taxes are not necessarily used to pay for public services,
but are a method for controlling inflation because of the new money injected by the FG? And if
this is true, how does a budget deficit add to the national debt â€” as is taught in ECON â€” if
the money injected by the FG is simply created, not borrowed? I hope my questions are clear
enough. This is a very useful model, I am just trying to straighten a couple of things out in my
head logically. It is very very close to the sum of the annual deficits, but not exactly, because
sometimes the government does actually spend without taxing or borrowing. There may be
other, more obscure instances as well. It was hinted at during the last debt ceiling approach that
some accounting tricks were done to allow deficit spending without borrowing. US Notes were
printed and spent without borrowing until the s. You will remember the US Notes. They had the
red serial numbers. Thanks for this informative article. Just one point â€” since many bonds are
purchased by financial institutions and involves an exchange of bank reserves for a bond
account at the Central Bank, there may actually be no change in the money supply. So I believe
some MMT proponents would argue that bond purchases are irrelevant as to whether inflation
occurs. I very much enjoyed these posts and they made me come to an interesting realization
that I wanted to run by everybody. See if I am correct. This realization is that both sets of
diagrams Part I and II are accurate. It is interesting to take the Part I diagrams and replace
money with real resources. Human resources sit in a top Private Sector pot. What flows is
something originally produced by the government and virtualâ€¦ akin to scorekeeping points as
Warren Mosler often remarks. Clearly, money is what flows through the pipes. Taking the above
into consideration, it is not that misleading when some politicians intuitively focus on the real
flows in an economy, which is what I argue they are doing when they try to implement policies
to achieve more balanced budgets or trade accounts. Take as an example the concern
expressed over China. However, it is technically as incorrect to say that exports are a real cost,
and imports are a real gain. International trade is a two-way street involving parties voluntarily
agreeing to a deal. However, the expectation is that the importing country will eventually in
years or decades sell a real good or service back to the same country or anotherâ€¦ it makes no
difference. The point being that if the 1st trade is never reversed, then the importer will have
received something for nothingâ€¦ an outcome that as a point of logic cannot exist forever.
Therefore, all other things equal, eventually when China starts consuming more, then the US
will have to consume less to avoid inflation; i. The conclusion is that a budget deficit that for
example helps fuel a trade deficit, may or may not be appropriate. It depends on a myriad of
factors, including how consumption has compared to investment. Importantly, short-term
inflation cannot be singled out as the sole metric to gauge, as I understand MMT suggests,
when determining the adequacy of a policy. The Chinese could be net exporting for decades,
with no consequences during the period in terms of US inflation. In a sense, the orthodox
discourse is not totally irrational, even though technically it messes up things when it talks
about borrowing money from China. Coming back to the deficit debate, I believe that it is a

political matter, mostly about who gets what and when. Most government initiatives have to do
with the size of the pie and how to cut it up. Some government initiatives can make the pie
bigger for the benefit of all, and some can actually reduce it. The greater the budget deficit, the
greater the inflation build up, and also the greater the potential to affect the pie and slice it upâ€¦
for better or for worse depending on where one is seated at the table. In a nutshell, members of
Congress will lean towards keeping the government relatively small, and benefiting those that
helped them get elected. I would be very cautious of trying to just use the same diagrams and
replace the flows of money with flows of real assets. It is just not as simple as that. Well, in fact
light and these sub-atomic things exhibit wave like properties under some circumstances and
particle like properties in others. The similarity with money is that money has some purely made
up or fiat properties under the right circumstances but it also shows some real asset properties
in other circumstances. So in physics, what light and sub-atomic particles really are is not
either matter or waves. The concepts of matter and waves money or real assets are just models
simplifications of reality. They may be the best we can do to put it into words, but there is
something more to reality than we have been able to put into words so far. So we need to try our
best to get our minds around these complexities, but we need to stay humble about how
difficult it is. The diagrams of these article are very enlightening and are a major breakthrough
in my opinion. I encourage everybody to work on it. I just caution people against thinking that it
will be easy to jump from one interpretation of these diagrams to the other interpretation. This is
also not meant to minimize the ideas put forward by Alex Seferian. Yes some funds are pumped
directly into the PS, but a majority of it is pumped straight into the banks that then use
fractional accounting to create larger loans. In addition to this, one could also so a relation to
how the poor, the middle class, rich, and business then operate between each other. That is to
say, their outflows are often greater than their inflows. This could also be used to relate how
and why taxing both business and the rich at higher rates is inducive to a healthy economy. As
they retain the most capital year to year and are in a sense responsible for any inflation we
really see. Because that is the purpose of the spending. I enjoyed the parts of this pair of
articles that I read. I already know a lot about MMT, so I did not read everything. I have only one
quibble, and that is with the notion that FG spending is necessary to the creation of private
money. IF the FG spends, then it will want to create its own money, and its own money will
become the money everyone uses. Banks will borrow FG money from the public and lend FG
money to customers. But that choice will be a competitive one, i. I also believe some point
should be made of the distinction between the Treasury and the Sovereign. So, if you tell them
that the Sovereign spends money into existence, they respond that, legally, the Treasury cannot
spend money that it does not have. And they are right. The Treasury under our system of
governance cannot spend money it does not have. The Treasury must receive taxes or borrow
in order to spend. Thus, the saving account box only makes sense when the central bank is
introduced and it is understood that the decision by the central bank to buy the Treasury
securities is what determines the extent to which the Sovereign is spending money into
existence. Only the money that is lent to the Treasury and not replaced by Fed purchases is put
in the box. To the extent that the Fed buys Treasuries, the money leaves the box and goes back
to the PS. That money is not in the saving account box; the paper is held by the Fed, and the
money is back in the PS. Then there are the entitlement trust funds, and the entitlement
promises. It gets complicateder and complicateder. That it gets no credit on its balance sheet
for having done so is nuts. In other words, we cannot get rid of the notion of a deficit, but
maybe we can find a way to calculate it in a way that makes it disappear. It was posted on Jan 9,
10 and Subscribe in a reader. New Economic Perspectives. Dedicated to modern money theory
MMT and policies to promote financial stability and the attainment of full employment. Skip to
content. Alt 5. Treasury, because the U. Treasury literally has an infinite number of Dollars to
spend as long as price inflation is under control. Dollars from China. Share this:. This entry was
posted in J. Bookmark the permalink. Repetition and learning precedes using. Good luck!
Thanks VERY much for all you all are doing for all of us. ALT January 8, at pm. Charles Layne
January 8, at am. Robin Macfarlane January 8, at am. Willy January 8, at am. Jon Harrison
January 8, at am. John C January 8, at am. Roger Sparks January 8, at am. Thanks Mr. Steven
Greenberg January 8, at am. James Cooley January 8, at am. Dan January 8, at am. Steven
Greenberg January 8, at pm. The Fed has nothing to do with issuing Treasury securities a far as
I know. Creigh January 8, at pm. James Cooley January 8, at pm. Oops, should have written
intra-government or inter-agency debt. Also Saving Accounts tank. Joe Firestone January 8, at
pm. Miguel E Jimenez January 8, at pm. Colin K January 8, at pm. Guggzie January 8, at pm.
ALT January 9, at am. Guggzie January 9, at pm. Geoff Davies January 10, at am. Willy January
12, at pm. Bravo and kudos for this writing! Josh January 8, at pm. Bill Goggin January 8, at pm.
Jasper January 9, at am. Bob Gentile January 9, at pm. Sunflowerbio January 9, at pm. Steven

Greenberg January 9, at pm. Viorel Teodorescu January 10, at am. James Cooley January 10, at
am. I suppose the view expressed in the first section is so prevalent is due to two reasons: 1.
Let us think more in layers and a lot of the fog will clear. Good insight about the circulat
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xterra aftermarket
ion of resources. Government taxes because it needs real resources, and cannot create them
itself. Skyler January 10, at pm. Brian Barnes January 10, at pm. Charles Layne January 11, at
pm. Larry Kazdan January 11, at pm. Alex Seferian January 11, at pm. Conclusion: The Part I
diagrams are accurate if what flows through the pipes are real resources. Conclusion: The Part
II diagrams are accurate if what flows through the pipes is money. So what really flows through
the pipes? What about the debate on deficits? Steven Greenberg January 12, at pm. Skyler
January 14, at am. To author: I have even considered doing up a diagram to reflect these if you
wanted to see them. Louis Paul Hebert January 19, at pm. Lawrence J. Kramer February 8, at
pm. Sunflowerbio February 9, at pm. Search for:. Conference site and details are found here.
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